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Tb« purpose of this thesis Is to present a method and the
fundamental data necessary to construct enthalpy-entropy dia-
grams and from these diagrams to oalcul&te theoretical per-
formance of rocket motor propellants. Itie systems Investigated
using this method are:
(1) RPIU-Ammonia (1)
(2) Affliaonla (l)-Osone (1)
(3) Hydrogen (l)-Osone (1)
Enthalpy-entropy diagrams for these fuels vere constructed
for several different mixture ratios: over-oxldlzed« stoichio-
metric, and under-oxldlsed. PerfornAnce vas calculated
assuming chamber pressures of 600 psla and 300 pela and exhaust
pressures of l4.7 psla, 7.35 psla, and 0.147 psla. These
dleigrams facilitate the Investigation of the effect of varying
chamber pressure on chamber temperature and performance. Thej
also facilitate Investigation of varying expansion ratio,
varying mix tores ratios, etc. Ilbey are especially useful In
determining the perfomance of step rockets where exhaust
conditions may vary from sea level to vacuum.
The results of the performance calculations Indicate th&t
performance found by using enthalpy-entropy diagrams check
closely vlth those determined by other methods. Ibe perfpr-
manoe of the last tvo systems is such as to Indicate that a
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The pi^paratlon of enthalpy-entropy diagrams starts
logically with component oal dilations for the product a of
combiistlon In chemical equilibrium at selected teaperatu]?es
and pressures. These components are used to calculate
enthalpy and entropy points for the temperatures €uid pres-
sures selected. The points are then plotted as enthalpy
versus entropy for constant pressure to give the H-S diagrams.
It is natural to select a chainher pressure of 300 psla
and an exhaust pressure of 14.7 psla since these conditions
are universally used in comparing the performance of roctost
propellants. Other values of chamber pressure and exhaust
pressure may be used as desired. 'Temperatures vhich bracket
the theoretical chamber and exhaust temperatures must be
selected as veil as any others that may be necessary to com*
plete the diagrams.
An enthalpy -entropy diagram may be constructed assuming
complete equilibrium for the products of combustion throughout
the cycle, froxen equilibrium at combustion conditions, or
any interrriedlate extent of reaction between these two conditions.
In the body of this thesis complete eguillbrium throughout
the cycle is assumed. Performance based on froien equilibrium
is included In the appendix.
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KXPLAWATIUII Of J5YKB0LS
a Humber of rcolet of hydrogen (Hg) In tha products of
reaction,
b Humber of noles of vater vapor (HgO) In th© products
of reaction.
e Hujnber of looles of carbon monoxide (CO) In the
produota of reaction.
d number of moles of carbon dioxide (COp) in the
products of reaction,
e Humber of moles of oxygen (O2) in the products of
reaction.
f Humber of noles of nitrogen (Hg) In the products of
reaction,
g Humber of moles of nltr««hs oxide (HO) In the products
of reaction,
h Humber of moles of hydroxyl Ions (OH) In the products
of reaction.
1 Humber of moles of atomic hydrogen (H) In the products
of reaction.
J Humber of moles of atomic oxygen (O) In the products
of reaction.
Number of gram atoms of carbon In the reaotants.
H Humber of gram atoms of hydrogen In the reactants.
H Humber of gram atoms of nltro^n In tlie reactants.
Humber of gram atoms of oxygen lu the reactants.
Kjj Equilibrium constant based on the ratio of the number
of moles.
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Kp Squlllbrlum constant baaed on tbe partial pressure a.
Kl Particular equilibrium constant based on the ratios
of the number of moles of component gases in given
reactions.
X Arbitrary constant defined by K-^q
i
y Arbitrary constant defined by 2Kgb
z Arbitrary constant defined by Kj
a
A Arbitrary constant defined byl+x+y+« which is
equal to 1 + K^^q + gR^b 4- Kj
«i a a
B Arbitrary constant defined by 2g^a^ + g
e
P Arbitrary constant defined by gg^a^ -f g - H
n ^ WuiBber of moles of products of reaction at temperature
T°K.
'^Q Equilibrium chamber temperature (°K).
T^ Exhaust temperature (^K)
/^H^QQ TSnthalpy change betvsen equilibrium temperature
T^K and ^0°K.c
rn
^H c "Rnthalpy change between combustion chamber conditions
and exit conditions.
Universal gas constant - 1.986 cal/gr. mole °K.
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Qf Heat of formation In kcal/roole at 300^K.
Q^y Heat available In koal/mole at T^ from heat of
chemical x>e action.
Pq Chamber px^saure In psia.
P^ '^xhauat pressure in ptia.
r Mixture ratio; the ratio of the velght of oxidizer
to weight of fuel in the propellant system.
J Mechanical equivalent of heat « 4.186 x 10 ergsAcal.
Vq Velocity of gases in the chamber,
c Effective exhaust velocity in ft/eec.
^sp Specific impulse in Ib-secA^*
g Acceleration due to gravity - 32.16 ft/sec .
RFNA Red Fuming Hitrlc Acid (in this thesis, nitric acid
with 6.6^ HO2)
3^0^ Absolute entropy in oal/mole °K.
^h Enthalpy change in koal/gram




Thd ascrumptlans made In this thesis can he roughly
grouped Into tvo categories namely those concerning the
thermodynamic properties of the gases and those concerning the
expansion through the notzle. For the fonoer these assumptions
are s
!• The values of enthalpy, entropy, and equilibrium
constants used In this calculation are the best
values available. In the compilation of these
tables all Internal energy states plus anhansonl cities
vere considered. Imperfections due to attraction
between molecules vere not considered.
2. The temperature Is such that the amount of atomic
nitrogen present In the combustion products may be
neglected* Previous Investigations have shovn
this to be acceptable.
T^K
3. The values of Q^^^ and ^H-qqQj ^re linear vlthln
100 degree Intervals.
4. The datum for the enthalpy of a given species Is
£ero at 500^K, and the entropy represents the
absolute entropy of the pure perfect gas at a tem-
perature of T^K and a pressure of one atmosphere.
3. The gases are perfecjb gases so that enthalpy Is a
function of composition and temperature only and not
a function of pressure. This also Implies that the
enthalpy of mixing may be neglected. If enthalpy
Is not a function of pressure, thon the value of
enthalpy of mixing la essentially sero for all
oases nov knovn.
6. The equl partition of energy aroong the electronic,
vibrational, and rotational energy levels Is assumed
to be instantaneous both in the chamber and in the
expansion process for both oonstant composition flow
and equilibrium flov.
The assumptions for the nozzle are t
1. It is assumed In this thesis that the products of
combustion are in the chamber a surficient length
of time to react completely and reach chemical
equilibrium; and that equilibrium is maintained
throughout the expansion so that vhen the gases
reach the exhaust temperature and pressure, they
have an equilibrium composition corresponding to that
condition. The first assiimption regarding equilibrium
in the chamber is probably not too far wrong, but
the second may be subjected to considerable criticism.
During the expansion process the gases undergo a
rapid change in temperature and pressure so that
equilibrium may not be maintained at exhaust conditions
Perhaps the composition of the combustion gases is
nearer the frozen composition or somewhere between
the two extT^mes.
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2. Tb8 expansion 1b loentroplc. The flow Is frlctlon-
less and shock -free*
3. The velocity of the gases In the combustion chamher
(V ) Is negligible with respect to the exhaust
velocity.
^. The no«£le Is correctly designed for all exhaust
conditions; the gases are expanded to atmospheric
pressure In all oases.
3* The chamber pressures used are 600 psla and 300 p8la<
The exhaust pressures are 1^.7 psla, 7«33 psla,
and 0.147 psla.
6. The flow Is assumed to be steady and non •viscous
with a flat velocity profile radially.
7. The gravity effects may be neglected.
One of the advantages of this type of performance calcu-
lations Is that It Is not necessary to use an average value of
the ratio of specific heats. Nor Is It necessary to assume a




Th» most tedious part of perfoi^anoe calculations it the
solution for the corapononta of tha products of combustion at
high temperatures* Ttie equlllbrlua oompoeltion of a gaseous
mixture Is determined by the slwultaneous equetlona of con-
servation of atomic spocles and of mass action. The scheme
used in this calculation to pemit one to solve for the
oonponents present In a systepi containing carbon, oxygen,
hydrogen, and nitrogen Is that developed by Dr» David Altman
and Dr. Sidney Weinbaum of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(Cf. Ref. 1).
For a system containing carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and




g - - C I Vj_f"l - to
Kj^a + b
1 +
a'S^^^ - ^6 S '^'
fjS-f^ + g -IT - 3 - P(I) (3)
K-2 b











I - a^ K9 (8)
j • to K^
a '
(9)
Aa explanation of the symbols used is mad© on page 2.
The procedure Is as follovs:
(1) CJhoose a likely value of a • n^
(2) Calculate the corresponding value of b from equation
(1).
(3) Calculate the cDrrespondlng value of g froin equation
(2).
(4) Substitute tho values of a, b, and g into equation
(3).
(5) Repeat these steps and Interpolate until the values
of a, b, and c obtained Biake F(l) =* 0.
In general, it will be found that If F(l)> 0, a should be
decreased; and if P(l) < o, a should be incroased. A sample
calculation Is carried out bolov.
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The equations used vhan one or more of the elements
(C, H, H, or O) is missing, are listed belov:









, g - » - P{II) - o (3)







+ C K^e + 2fc
(1)
F(III) - (2)
Tne proper a will make P(lll) - o.
Case Ct Systems containing only H and (C«fl» zero).






- P(IV) • (2)
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SAMPL^ CALCULATTOll
3T0ICHI0«TRIC MIXTURB OF H2(i)-02(l)
To Illustrate this msthod of calculatlog nlnor oomponents
a sample calculation Is presented belov. This calculation Is
carried out In greater detail on sample forma suitable for
this computation In Tables VI and VII.
For the Hg-O-j system the balanced equation at a stoichio-
metric mixture ratio when no minor components are considered
IS!
5^2 + 0-5- 5H2O
When an arbitrary basis of 100 grams of O-j Is selected
this equation be cones:
6.25 H2 + 2.0833 O-j - 6.25 H2O
Th9 reaotants nov represent a combined velght of 112*6




The values of K In the component equations above are
given In terms of the number of moles of the constituents and
are related to the values of Xp (in terms of pressures) by the
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relation:
K- Kp (n/P) °p . ^R
where n « total nximber of mole«
P « total pleasure In atraoapherea
np-n« - difference In number of moles betveen the
products and reactants for th© particular
reaction under consideration.
The values of Kp are given in Table !•
Assuming the chamber temperature to be 3000°K and the
chamber pressure to be 300 pala (20.408 ateas.) the balanced
equation considering minor components becoraes:
6.25 Hg + 2.0833 0^ - a Hg ^ b Hg + e + h OH + 1 H -»• j
Since the system contains only end H the equations used
to solve for minor components are those listed in Case C above.
The total number of molea is estimated to be 6.63» This
la based on a knowledge of the number of molea formed In the
balanced equation with no minor components plus a knowledge
of tendencies gained from previous experience. For the cal-
culation of Kjj In terms of the moles the following procedure
la used:
-1^-
n/p • 6.63 • .3249
(a/P)^ - (.3249)^ - .5700
K5 - Kp5(n/P) - 0.001983 X .3249 - .0006443
K7 - Kp7(a/P) - 0.005336 X .3249 - .001734
Kg - r Q(n/P)i« 0.1579 X .5700 - .09000
Kio - Kp^Q(a/P)i - 0.0529 x .5700 - .03015
How, assuming a to b© 0.42, aolvo for \3 using equation
(1). b Is found to be 5.6690. Putting these values of a and
b Into equation (2) yields F - .0595. It I3 apparent that a is
too high, 80 a nev value of a 0.40 is selected and the cal-
culations again carried out. This continued until P is as
near zero as accuracy permits. Then all of the components
can bo found using equations (4) to (9) above.
For the first caae> after all of the components had been
determined It vas found that the total nuiaber of moles was
6.57 which differs from the first assumption of 6.63 moles.
A new value of n - 6.57 Is now assumed and the corcponents
recalculated. A similar procedure is carried out until the
calculated number of moles equals the assurwd number. Theae
calculations are carried out In detail In Table VI.
The components vsre found to be:
8 (Hg) - 096
b (HgO) m 5.690
c (Og) m .132
h (OH) t» .2T1
1 (H) at .057
J (0) m .025
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CHAMBBR TEMPRRATURS
To find the chamlDer temperature. It is neoessary to
select temperatures for oomponent calculations vhlch bracket
the theoretical chamber temperature. According to the chemical
equation expressing the change vhlch occurs In the propellant!
Reaotants Products + Energy
The energy liberated In the reaction Is called the heat
available (Q^y) ^^^ ^^ given by the relatlont
Qav • ^n^Qf (products) -^nj,Qj. (reactants)
vhere Q^ heat of formation of 1 component In Its specl-
i fled state
n^ • 1^^ oomponent
•Otr
The value ^Hi^QO^ (the change of enthalpy from 500°K to
T^) can be found In Table II.
The value LHt^^o Is given byt
vhere n^^ • the 1*^ component
dkU^ m AhIqqo for the 1 component.
The actual chamber temperature Is found by balancing the
heat available to the change In enthalpy. Table II Is based
on setting the enthalpy at 3«D0'^K equal to zero, and the values
of heats of formation used are based on the same temperature.
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Therefore In this oase , the balance is between AH
and QJ5* ^^ actual practice the values of AH^-^^oj and
Qj^^ are assumed to be linear within 100^ Intervals.
For the sample calculation Tq was found to be between
5600^K and 3700OK.
For >600^K
^^300^? • 246.107 kcalAl2.6 grams
3600^
Qg^v " 262.703 kcal/112.6 grams
For 3700^K
3700^K
AH^qqOj^ « 256.106 koal/112.6 grams
q3700^K
^ 230.949 kcalAl2-6 grams
By linear interpolation, T^ « 364o^K.
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•Hi© total ©nthalpy of e perfect gaseous Tnlxture at '^^K
relative to Its equilibrium composition at 'V)O^K Ist
300^K th o¥hero n^ - number of molee of tY^ 1 coraponent at 300 X
n. nunber of moles of the 1^" component at T^K.
f\ th
^f heat of formation of the I component based on
300^ as given in Table IV (kcal/mole)
T^K th
^^qqOj^)" change In enthalpy of the 1 component
between 300^K and T^K as given In Table II
( kcal/mole
)
The first term on the right hand side represents th© heat
of dissociation put In at 300°K to obtain the equilibrium
composition at T^X and the second term represents the change








(a;> Hg 0.0 0.596 -0.596 0.0 0.0
(b') HgO 6.25 5.690 -»'0.560 +57.798 +52.457
(e;1 Og 0.0 0.152 -0.152 0.0 0.0
(hi1 OH 0.0 0.271 -0.271 -10.06 +2.726
(i;\ H 0.0 0.057 -0.057 -52.089 +2.969
(j:1 0.0 0.025 -0.025 -59.159 +1.479
L
iO,
(n^°^^. nfS) Q, . 39.5*1 kcal
1
iOw «|0« «o
I 300°K * 1 300 K'l
(a) Hg 0.596 a.i6o 8.579
(b) HgO 5.690 50.515 172.492
(e) Og 0.152 25-427 5.092
(h) OH 0.271 21.447 5.812
(1) H 0.057 15.411 0.765
(J) 0.025 15.411 0.556
z T^T^^ ^^300^h " 190.876 kcal
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^OO'^K T^K,r, ;>uu A &»V^i - n^ ) Qf « 59.5^1 kcal
^^300^1 " 230.417 kcal
Ah - Ln - 2y.4l7 kcal - 2.04633 koal/grara
ll^.bOO grams
This calculation Is carried out In Table VII.
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SHTROPY CALCULATTOH
The entropy of a perfect gas composed of several compon-
ents at temperature T^K Is given byj
T^K */ 1 ^^T^K'l ** H In P yn^ '^ la n^
"^
n
where s2oj absolute entropy at T^K In cal/degree.
T^K th
nt " number of moles of the i component at T K.
(S<||0^ absolute entropy of the 1^^ component in eal/degree/
mole as given In Table III.
n • total number of moles of products of combustion
at T°K.
R » Dhlversal gas constant « 1.986 cal/degree/mole
.
P • Chamber pressure In atmospheres.
The first term on th© right hand aid© represents the
absolute entropy at t'^K. The second terra represents the cor-
rection to th© absolute entropy due to the total pressure of
the gases. The third term represents the change in entropy
due to the mixing of the several component gases. Fundamentally,
It represents the terms J^^*^ ^^ (Probability) where the
probability of finding the 1^^ component in this case is
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nj ^/n^ ^. The entropy of mixing Is therefore T^n.R In n ^
"1^
n
Another vay to look at the second and third terms Is vhen
comtoiDod, they become the chrnge of entropy due to th-» partial
pressure of each component
/Jn^R m p ^-W^R m Qi .y^ R in ^1^ 5"n R m P,
where P^ « partial pressure of the I eomponent so that the
entropy of mixing contains the correction d\ie to the use of






(•) Hg .396 48.47
(to) HgO 5.690 68.14
(•) 02 •132 67.95
(h) OH .271 61.39









£• n^OOO^KjgO^^^j^ ^ 435.966 oal/deg





^4 nf /a In n^/n n ln**l/t
(a) H2
.396 .06027 2.8084 1.112
(b) HgO 5.690 .86606 .1438 .818
(e) 02 .132 .02009 3.9070 .516
(h) OH .271 .04125 3.1893 .864
(!) H .057 .00852 4.7677 .272
(J) .085 .00381 5.5728 .139
T"nj^ln ^l/n • 3.717 oolet
2] Q^R -'-'^ 1^ • 3.717 X 1.986 • 7.382 cal/d©g
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SUMMART
^»I {»3000°lJl - + »55.966
- n R In 20. 408 » - 59.353
-r-












fb9M oaloulatlons are also oarrled out In Table VII.
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PART II
fHSORT AHD VSR OF H-S DIAGRAMS
Th9 fundeaiental prooess used In all jet protmlsion
motors is the eonversion of heat energy Into kinetlo energy
by en Bdlabatle expansion prooess. The basic equation let
dH Aijfi +45 - « - V, (1)
2^ J
vhereAH « Increase In enthalpy/unit vt of the fluid
A (Y ) • Increase in kinetic energy/unit of wt. of the
fluid
AZ «• Increase in potential energy/unit vt. of the
fluid
q * beat added to the systets/unlt vt« of the fluid
vs • work done by the systea/unlt vt. of the fluid
It is assumed that the ehan^ps of potential energy, heat
added « and vork done are csro, so the equation for a rocket
beooasss
Ah + A(V^) • (2)
In the combustion ehanber the velocity is assumed to be
negligible vhen compared to the jet velocity so;
A(v2) - ^ « c^ - - c2
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vhare V^ • veloolty of the gaaet In the cbaabvr vhioh le
assumed to be cero
c effective exhaust velocity
Thus the equation for the exhaust velocity beooaes:
• (2g J AH)i
where the units are consistent* When the e(iuatlon Is reduced
to a convenient form It becoisest
• 0,0328l ( 2Ah5° J)i
vhere J • laeohanlcal equivalent of heat * 4.8l6 x 10 ergs
kcal
0.03281 converts on/sec to ft/seo.
The value ofAfi.^ can he x^ad directly from the enthalpy
-
entropy charts* This Is Illustrated In Figure 18 • 1!nter
with ^h * /lH^oo^K corespondlng to the ehanher conditions.Tc'i:
and expand Isentroplcally to the ejdiaust conditions. The
results for the systems investigated are tabulated In Table IX.





Wh»i"e g « accQleratlon due to gravity - 32.16 ft/soo^.
Th» values of Igp for the systems Investigated are also
tabulated In Table IX,
Another type of diagram that may be constructed from
this data Is temperature versus entropy for lines of constant





Aa far as It haa b^en posalble to determine , the perfor-
mance calculated by thla rnethod agi^ea cloaaly vlth that
determined by other methoda* nils method has an advantage
in that the errors introduced by using an average value of the
ratio of the specific heats to calculate exhaust temperatures
and the uae of an average molecular weight resulting from
composition changes are eliminated*
These diagrams are especially useful in evaluating the
performance of rocket fuels vith varying chamber and exhaust
conditions* It is very easy to rapidly determine I for
sp
different exhaust pressures* It is also easy to compare per-
formances that might be obtained by varying conditions.
The labor in evaluating one set of conditions is con-
siderably greater for the H-S diagram than for other methods;
but for a comprehensive study of system, the labor is not much
different. If one or only a fev propellant combinations are
finally selected as optimum, it vill be very beneficial to
construct enthalpy-entropy diagrams for those systems*
Using this method it is easy to consider efficiencies,
heat transfer, and changes of entropy*
The results of these calculations shov that the propellants
IH^(l)
- 0^(1) and HgCl) - 0,(1) ^^ ^^e,^ performance propel-
lants but they have high temperatures as veil.
-29-
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H n \A C—
ua us u: us
^ ENTHALPY TABLE
AHjqqOj^ kca Is/gram mo If
T^'K H2 H,0 (CO CO, O2 »2 ON NO H, H,0 RAT
300 .0 i 0.0
4O0 O.B95 0.811 .099 0.942 721 u. 697 0. 497 0.199
500 1 .993 1 641 I 404 1 970 1 .447 1 399 0. 993 0.397
600 2.093 2 49B 125 3 072 2 203 2 112 490 0.596
700 2.796 3.380 862 4 232 2 981 2 840 987 0.795
900 3.502 4.292 615 5 441 3 .778 3 582 484 0.993
9O0 4.212 5.234 .386 6.692 4 .594 4 343 98t 1 192
1000 4.931 6.208 . 171 7 976 5 .421 5 Its 985 .908 .477 1 990
I too 5.657 7 211 973 9.291 6 .278 5 907 .725 .193 .974 1 5e«
«200 6.393 8.247 .785 10 629 7 .135 6 .709 465 .958 471 I .788
1300 7.138 9 912 .606 1 1 989 7 .990 7 .520 .233 .800 .967 1 .986
1400 7.895 10.399 .437 13.367 8 .847 8 .342 002 643 .464 2.185
1500 8.664 1 1 519 9 .275 14 760 9 .704 9 .173 .783 .499 5 .961 2 384
1600 9.439 12.660 10 .120 16.168 10 .592 to .009 584 .355 6 .457 2.582
1700 10.226 13 821 10 .972 17.587 n .481 10 .854 .390 .221 6 .954 2 781
180C It .023 15.006 1
1
829 19.017 12 .369 11 703 .197 .088 7 451 2.980
1900 It .828 16.106 .689 20.455 13 .257 12 .558 .015 .957 7 947 3 178
2000 12.644 17.424 .554 21 .902 14 .146 13 417 834 .827 8 .444 3.377
2100 19.466 18.659 .429 23.358 15 .061 14 .279 .643 ,700 8 941 3 676
2200 14.295 19.909 .294 24 820 15 .974 15 143 506 598 9 438 3 774
2300 15.132 21 .171 .169 26 290 16 869 16 013 360 480 9 935 3 973
2400 15.975 22.446 .045 27.760 17 .802 16 .883 213 364 10 .430 4 171
2500 16.827 29.733 .923 29.242 18 717 17 .758 080 249 to 928 4.370
2600 17.683 25.031 .807 30 . 729 19 .659 18 .636 .936 .143 1 1 .425 4 569
2700 18. 542 26.338 .691 32.218 20 .601 19 516 .807 20 .036 1 1 921 4 767
2800 19.410 27.656 20 .576 33 712 21 .543 20 399 678 20 929 12 .418 4.966
2900 20.282* 28.980 .-464 35.211 22 .486 21 284 20 563 21 823 12 .915 5 165
9000 21 .160 90.315 953 36.712 29 .427 22 . 170 21 .447 22 .716 13 41 1 5.363
SIOO 22.041 31 .696 .242 98.222 24 .384 23 058 22 .335 23 .617 13 .908 5.662
3200 22.927 93.006 .136 39.794 25 344 29 .947 23 .227 24 .519 14 405 5 761
3300 23.818 34
. 962 .028 41 244 26 .308 24 837 24 121 25 421 14 .901 5.959
3400 24.712 95.723 923 42 . 764 27 .276 25 729 25 .021 26 .325 15 398 6 158
3500 25 611 37.092 .818 44.281 28 .247 26 .622 25 .920 27 .229 15 894 6.356
3600 26.512 38 466 .715 45.808 29 .219 27 .516 26 .822 28 135 16 392 6.555
3700 27.416 99.845 .613 47 332 90..198 28 .412 27 730 29 .041 16 .889 6.754
3800 28.326 41 .231 .512 48 862 91 .178 29 307 28 .640 29 .948 17 .385 6. 952
3»00 29.296 42.619 30 .412 50.994 32 .164 30 .205 29 552 30 .856 17 .882 7. 151
4000 30.153 44.010 31 .313 51 .930 33 .153 31 .104 30 .467 31 .761 18 .379 7.350
4100 91 .069 45 413 32 215 53.471 34 139 32 .006 31 .390 32 .682 18 .875 7.648
SOUHCE OF DATA.
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- T ^ -
ENTROPY TABLE (3
(cal/dogree/mole)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aioo 72. UU 68.21 83.75 70.99 66.53 71.73 61.22 Uo.36 1*9.58 51.02
- 7 ^ -
TABU? IV
HSATS OP PORMATIOK AT COHSTAHT PRKSSURS
USED IH THIS AHALYSTS
Heat of Formation In


































































.^5^^^ .^ir^7g| .05-^52^ .^^3g
b l5.Q>hRa 5.^8G\5.(p^n\S,^£^4 5.Md/
ZZJ3n^3Z3iOey, 3Z,z4^323Sr?'bZ.in7Z\
ZK^b/3^ .04139 .64619 .04^Z1
^
M.^4- \. 64633^
Kn/a. .004/29 .004335 .00433^ ,0043Jb\ .00433S\r\ /gt uuti£i uuroo:j ,uuyaj/ uu<^^ty
\
uuf v.
[•eK-t-94.g LOqzo I.OTl^ 1.09^4 I.OQll /,MS4({













SAMPLE CALCULATION SHEET (B)
H.
1
2-O3 STOIC P=300 PSIA
Qf-56.384 KCALS
T^K 2500 3>O0O 3500 3600 3640 3700 4000
.103 .396 .97^ 1.(2;^ (.269 l.^<fs>
h H2O ^All 5.690 4.705 4.43^ 4.(34 3i/-^2
& Qi. .03a .132 .296 .335 .37( .466
k OU .^55 .271 .765 .^/8 1.06^ I. SCO
i H .005 .057 .474 .^?^ l.^lo
J .002 .023 • /6g .29^ f^i;^ >^9^
h ^.320 6.571 7.2^/ 7.51I 7.780 ZMl
2mAHi 148.635 19^.876 236.4^/ 246./ 79 256, /OlS) 2.^1,^9
Oav 262.703 23^.949
AH /57.Z54 2^^.4/7 3^l.^0A 3^«.78« 440.4^ 69S.<7Sg
1
1
Ah (.397 2.046 3.2/5 3.542 3.790 3,9iZ S.Z9Z
1 1
Sn, S? 4a 05-4. 435.966 1-^7/. 300 4^0.766 4^/.547 53/,002
nRlnP 137.850 3^.553 43.^?05 ^.^53 l4!6,594 €2.^4
1





s 377.444 4^3.9^5 44^.^3 -^5:^.5^^ ^^.3o4 5^.^36
1
1
5 3.35Z ^.Sgg 3.947 -;.037 4.101 4.l4t 4.499
- T 3 -
TA3L? VIII
KHTEALPT - T5HTR0PT SUMMARY
P » pleasure In psla
^h m kcal per gram
8 • cal per gram per ^K
RFHA - HH^ OVER-•orrnrzsD (r - 3.00)






































































STOICHIOMSTRTC ( r « 2.21)

















































































- T 11 -
RPHA - IIH3 UllIRR-OirDrZRD ( r - 1.50 )



















2000 Ah 0.861 0.861 0.864
8 2.997 3.074 3.413
1500 Ah 0.577 0.577 0.577



































- r>r 12 -
HH^ . 0^ OVER.•OXIDIZFID ( T - 2.00)























































- T 13 -
NII3 - O3 STOIGIIIOMF.TRIC (r - l.*il)













3000 Ah 3.597 1.658 2.267

































- T 14 -
HH, - 0, UHIBR -OXXDIZSD (r • 1.10)



























































- T 15 -
WHj - 0^ UMBR -OHDIZBD (r - 0.80)



































































- T 16 -
^2- 0^ 0V!5R-0XimZBD (r • 9.92)















































2000 Ah 0.885 0.889 0.943
8 3.266 3.338 3.764
- T 17 -
H2 - O3 ST0ICHI0M5TRIC (r - 7.94)



























































- T 18 -
H2
- O3 UHD^K--OTTTDIZ^D (r - 6.61)































































- T 19 -
Hg - O5 UHIRR-OIIDrZniD [t - 4.96)
Teiup^K P«600 P - 300 P - 14.7 P « 7-35 P - .14?































































































































































































r Pc P« C Isp
or
To K T.^
2.00 ^0 14.7 8486 264 3280 2400
1.41 (stole.) 300 14.7 8930 278 3285 2460
1.10 300 14.7 8901 277 3124 2050
0.80 500 14.7 8292 258 2564 1425
2.00 600 14.7 9233 287 3352 2200
1.41 (stolo) 600 14.7 9749 303 3362 2290
1.10 600 14.7 9649 300 3179 1802
0.80 600 14.7 8910 277 2573 1220
2.00 300 7.35 9199 286 3280 2200
1.41 (stole.) 300 7.35 9692 301 3285 2280
1.10 300 7.35 9621 299 2124 1805
0.80 300 7.35 8921 277 2564 1250
2.00 600 7.35 9873 307 3552 2185
1.41 (stole.) 600 7.35 10414 324 3362 2100
1.10 600 7.55 10233 318 3179 1580
0.80 600 7.35 9412 293 2573 1050
2.00 300 .147 11684 363 3280 1100
1.41 (stole.
)
300 .147 12409 386 5285 1220
1.10 300 .147 11872 369 5124 796
O.BO 300 .147 10786 335 2564 465
2.00 600 .147 11936 571 5552 1140
1.41 (stolo.) 600 .147 12721 396 5562 1060
1.10 600 .147 12132 377 5179 665
0.80 600 .147 10972 341 2575 580





r Pc Pe c I 3D Te\
9.92 300 14.7 10129 315 3634 2870
7.9^ (stoic.) 500 14.7 10613 330 3640 2900
6.61 300 14.7 11107 345 3607 2820
4.96 300 14.7 11762 366 3447 2500
9.92 600 14.7 11039 344 3752 2770
7.94 (stole.) 600 14.7 11665 363 3760 2815
6.61 600 14.7 12227 380 3721 2710
4.96 600 14.7 12816 398 3537 2280
9.92
^
500 7.35 11021 343 3634 2735
7.94 (stole.) 300 7.35 11629 362 3640 2765
6.61 300 7.35 12113 377 3607 2670
4.96 300 7.35 12768 397 3447 2275
9.92 600 7.35 11856 368 3752 2625
7.94 (stole.) 600 7.34 12521 389 3760 2675
6.61 600 7.35 13081 407 3721 2550
4.96 600 7.35 15651 424 3537 2010
9.92 300 .147 14391 447 3634 1920
7.94 (stole.) 300 .147 15217 473 3640 2015
G.61 300 .147 15768 490 3607 1650
4.96 300 .147 16081 500 3447 1080
9.92
^
600 • 147 14819 461 3752 1710
7-94 (stole) 600 .147 15739 489 3760 1910
6.61 600 .147 16214 504 3721 1430
4.96 600 .147 16442 511 3537 910






















































































It la assuBied In the body of this thesis that equilibrium
exists throughout the expansion process. This may not be cor-
rect since during expansion the gases undergo a very rapid
change of temperature and pressure so that equilibrium may
not be maintained to exhaust conditions. Therefore it Is
valuable to calculate performance of rocket propellants assuming
"frozen" flov. This assumes that the composition of the gases
Is the same at exhaust conditions as It Is at the chamber
conditions. Prosen flov represents the amount of energy
obtained from the preoess dtie only to the decrease In sensible
heat vlth the drop in temperature. This Is the least energy
obtainable from the expansion and represents one of tvo extremes
of the expansion process*
In all probability the composition of the combustion
gases at the exhaust temperature and pressure lies somevhere
between the equilibrium and frozen flov.
For the frozen composition calculations It Is assumed
that the change in composition of each component Is linear
vlthln the 100-degree interval bracketing the chamber temper*
ature. Accordingly, the composition at the theoretical chamber
temperature Is calculated and held constant during expansion.
The procedure used In calculating Ah and s Is the same
as In the case of equilibrium flow except that the composition
at the exhaust conditions Is considered to be the same as
that m the chamber.
-A 2-
Performances for the thr-ee syatenia considered veve
ealoulated for a chamber pressure of 300 psia and an exhaust
pressure of 14. 7 psla. These valuas are Included In Table T-10.



















- F 18 -
FIGUR}. 18
























The calculation of enthalpy-enthropy dia
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